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ABOUT FIRST LIGHT

Supporting adults and children affected by abuse

I received an amazing
service from start to
finish… From the help
I’ve received, I have
been given a new life.”

At First Light we support adults and children in times of crisis
and through recovery. We deliver domestic abuse and sexual violence
services in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, Devon and Wiltshire.
We are independent of statutory agencies including the police,
and support thousands of people every year.
Our name, First Light, reflects the work that
we do with people making a brave move
toward a brighter future away from violence
and abuse.

T

o leave an abusive relationship or
recover from sexual abuse or violence
will often be the most difficult experience
a person will go through in their lifetime.
We help people find hope again and take
the first steps on a path towards recovery.
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OUR VISION
A world where everyone lives in safety,
free from violence and abuse.

OUR VALUES
We deliver our vision through our
organisational values of respect, integrity,
non-judgement and teamwork.

OUR MISSION IS SAFER:
•
•
•
•
•

Save lives by supporting you and your relationships to become safer
Adapt and transform lives by working together with partner agencies
Free lives by empowering you to cope, recover and thrive following violence and abuse
Enhance lives by educating society and rehabilitating harmful behaviour
Respect lives by valuing your life choices and developing your resilience

We are members of the UK Survivors Trust, Safer Stronger Consortium in Cornwall, Devon and Cornwall Victim
Care Network and are CHAS, SafeLives Leading Lights and ISO 9001 certified and accredited.
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OUR SERVICES

In the year 2018-19, our services have included:
»» Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Domestic
Abuse Service until June 2018.

»» Cornwall and Plymouth Sexual Assault
Referral Centre until October 2018.

»» Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Domestic
Abuse and Sexual Violence in partnership
with Barndardo’s from July 2018.

»» Wiltshire Sexual Assault Referral Centre
from October 2018.

»» Plymouth and Cornwall Independent
Sexual Violence Advisory Service,
and subsequently also across all
Devon from October 2018.

»» Plymouth Sexual Violence Therapeutic
Service, including specialist counselling
for children and young people.

CHAIR’S STATEMENT

Paul Mullin, Chair of Trustees

Our vision of a world where everyone can live in safety,
free from violence and abuse, runs through everything we
do. The dedication and commitment of all staff means that
every day we see this ethos manifest in the expert care and
understanding provided to all the clients who seek support
from First Light.”

T

he landscape in which we operate
continues to be challenging with everincreasing demand for our services, and
our staff and management team have been
resoundingly resourceful and innovative to
provide high-quality services which support
more people year-on-year.
As Chair of this charity, I am very proud
of what we have achieved not only in this
last year where we faced unprecedented
challenges, but also in the two years since
the merger of Twelves Company and
Skoodhya to form First Light.

We believe successful partnerships built on
trust and mutual respect underpin quality
services and organisational success. We are
working with a myriad of organisations and
services to get the best possible outcome
for people affected by abuse or violence.”

We have indeed become a united charity
that supports people who have been affected
by domestic abuse and sexual violence
across Cornwall and Devon – and now
Wiltshire too. I am grateful to the work of
our outgoing Chief Executive Officer, Tom
Dingwall, for leading the charity over the
past four years, and warmly welcome Lyn
Gooding to the Chief Executive role from
September 2019.

Our objective is to provide a range of
services reflective of relevant quality
standards, addressing the variety of
problems relating to domestic abuse and
sexual violence; and focus on limiting the
harm which comes with experience of abuse
- not only for the individual but also their
family, friends and the wider communities
throughout South West England.
We work in partnership with other
agencies to secure the widest range of
services available that best matches the
needs of our client population.
This past year, we have delivered these
services providing excellent help and
support for people at a time of urgent
need. There is, of course, much more that
we want to do and the need for our work
continues as much as ever. Our services
provide a lifeline to thousands of people
every year and we want to extend our reach
to help more people escape violence and
abuse and find hope for the future.

Paul Mullin

Chair of Trustees, First Light
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S INTRODUCTION
Lyn Gooding, First Light Chief Executive

IN 2018-19 FIRST LIGHT…
SECURED

£12.5 MILLION

RECEIVED

5634

OF NEW FUNDING TO

I am thrilled to have joined First Light as the Chief
Executive in September 2019, just as this report
was due to be published. This report presents the
chance to review and reflect upon our progress
and outcomes over the last year.”

A

s we work to make a brighter future possible
for everyone affected by abuse, we hope to
learn everything we can from our impact so far
and make plans to build on this for the future.
By doing so, we help support ever more people
to lead safer lives and recover from the impacts of
domestic abuse and sexual violence.
The last year was one of great change and
challenge with all our incumbent services going
out to tender or re-competition at the end of
their contractual periods. It was our second year
as First Light and the consolidation provided by
the merger of Twelves Company and Skoodhya
allowed us to position ourselves effectively, proving
to be a successful move prior to the commissioning
and mobilising of domestic abuse and sexual
violence support services across the South West.

In the past year, our charity has grown
by some 100% with the advent of new
services, grant funding and provision
across the South West.”
We were successful in recommissioning for all
but two of our services – the Cornwall and
Plymouth Sexual Assault Referral Centres –
where we supported Northern Devon Healthcare
Trust to takeover and run these services from
October 2018.

OF DOMESTIC ABUSE AND
SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN
CORNWALL, DEVON AND
WILTSHIRE OVER THE

NEXT FEW YEARS

Other focuses of our work this year were
to respond to the changes in the national
regulatory environment with the advent of
GDPR and the Fundraising Regulator; and to
conduct a comprehensive terms, conditions and
remuneration review for our entire staff team,
especially considering staff joining First Light
through transfer of undertakings and protection
of employment TU(PE) legislation.
2018-19 also saw a re-location of our main office
headquarters and Devon-based services. Our longterm location at Metropolitan House ended as the
building was to be converted into residential units
and we were forced to find a new home. We have
found new suitable offices in the Cattedown area
of Plymouth with a split between the corporate
and service delivery components of our provision
in Devon.
Despite these profound and transformational
changes which impacted every facet of our work,
First Light continued to put victims and survivors
of abuse and violence at the heart of everything we
do. Our services continued to be first class, deeply
impactful and offer value for money. This has
only been possible through the professionalism,
commitment and expertise of our staff and
volunteers who have delivered brilliantly in a
challenging environment.
I hope you find our Impact Report interesting and
that, like us all at First Light, you’re ready to make
an even bigger difference to the lives of survivors
of abuse in South West England.

Lyn Gooding

Chief Executive, First Light
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REFERRALS FROM
ADULTS, CHILDREN
AND YOUNG PEOPLE

ACROSS ALL OUR
SERVICES

SAW
A
3.5%
INCREASE IN THE NUMBER
OF SURVIVORS OF ABUSE

SUPPORTED
COMPARED WITH THE
PREVIOUS YEAR.

VOLUNTEERS

2898
TOTAL VOLUNTEER HOURS
51%

HELPLINE SUPPORT

33%

FUNDRAISING VOLUNTEERS

16%

£58,296

OF ADDED VALUE
THROUGH

VOLUNTEERING

ACROSS ALL
FIRST LIGHT SERVICES

TRUSTEES
FIRST LIGHT IMPACT REPORT 2019
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A YEAR
In Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, we partnered
with Barnardo’s to successfully bid for a Cornwall
Council contract to deliver an integrated
Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence (DASV)
service across the region.
»» Delivery of this contract began in
»» Responding to the recommendation
July 2018 following a comprehensive
by SafeLives for hospitals to have
mobilisation phase. Services deliver
specialist domestic abuse support
a range of early intervention,
onsite, we successfully obtained
prevention, therapy and recovery
funding and recruited a Health-based
programmes to adults, children and
Independent Domestic Violence
young people affected by domestic
Advisor (IDVA) for Royal Cornwall
abuse and sexual violence.
Hospital (Treliske),
in place from November 2018.
»» Continued to deliver domestic
abuse specific safeguarding training
»» As part of Safer Futures, we also
on behalf of Plymouth City Council
started to provide clients aged 13-17
in the city.
with a specialist Children and Young
Persons IDVA.

We were successful to receive grant funds from BBC Children
in Need for our longstanding Art Therapy Programme for
children and young people, and the Tudor Trust and the
Leathersellers Foundation to reestablish a historic sexual
violence therapeutic service in Plymouth.
»» We successfully re-tendered for
the Independent Sexual Violence
Advisor (ISVA) services across
Devon and Cornwall and started to
deliver a Peninsula-wide approach
starting in October 2018.
»» Our bid for Ministry of Justice
Rape Support Fund, a national
competition, was successful in
Plymouth to support delivery of
the Plymouth Sexual Violence
Therapeutic Service.

Our bid to deliver NHS
England funded-SARC
services in Wiltshire was
successful and we started
to deliver the Wiltshire
and Swindon SARC in
October 2018.

Launched our first community fundraising campaign, 100
days, 100 ways. We had 34 individual fundraisers take part in a
huge array of activities and altogether we raised over £6,000.

Over 180 people took part in Plymouth’s first New Year’s Day
Swim, the Firestone Freezer, and over £5,000 was raised in
total for First Light.

8
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In 2018, we collaborated with children’s charity Barnardo’s
to win a transformational contract with the Safer Cornwall
partnership to deliver an integrated Domestic Abuse and Sexual
Violence (DASV) service for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.

T

his means that we can continue
to deliver key crisis-support
programmes for people affected by
domestic abuse whilst bringing together
a fuller range of services for victims and
referrers to access support through one
point of contact.

Nationally, our domestic abuse services
are guided by the Home Office’s crossgovernment strategy, ‘Together we can
End Violence Against Women and Girls’,
from November 2009 and SafeLives
‘Leading Lights’ service accreditation and
associated staff and manager training.

The full range of services includes a
single point of contact and helpline
response team for domestic abuse in the
county; therapy for survivors; domestic
abuse recovery programmes; healthy
relationships education in schools;
workforce development training;
behaviour change programmes for people
demonstrating abusive behaviour in their
relationships; as well as crisis support
and response in the form of Independent
Domestic Violence Advisors and
Case Coordinators.

Locally, our services are informed
by ‘Cornwall Council’s Action for a
Safer Cornwall, Cornwall & the Isles
of Scilly Domestic Abuse & Sexual
Violence Strategy 2011-2015: The
Right Response’. This is guided by the
Community Safety Partnership (Safer
Cornwall) Commissioner, in partnership
with statutory and voluntary service
stakeholders through steering groups
across the spectrum of domestic abuse
and sexual violence pathways.

I finally feel listened
to and believed.”
FIRST LIGHT IMPACT REPORT 2019
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INFORMATION
AND ADVICE

SUPPORT
AND GUIDANCE

Helpline Response Team

Case Coordinators

Our Helpline Response Team (HRT) is a single gateway to specialist
programmes and provides a single point of contact for services, users and
referring professionals.

The role of Case Coordinator was introduced in 2018/19 and quickly
became an integral part of the Safer Futures service.

T

he HRT are trained to take domestic abuse enquiries and quickly assess the risks
and support needs presented by clients. They carry out risk assessments, prepare
support safety plans for each eligible victim, and signpost people who are not eligible
for the service to other agencies for support.

of which 4,053 were
individual clients.

»» Total number of calls
to helpline in 2018/19
was 2,933. This was a
34% increase from the
number of calls made to
the helpline in 2017/18.
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»» 771 of these calls were
self referrals. This was a
92% increase from the
number of self referrals
made to the helpline in
2017/18.
»» 74% of calls in
2018/19 were from
professionals and 26%
were self referrals.

ase Coordinators are trained to support
victims through the integrated service and
ensure victims feel listened to and supported as well
as being specialists in sign-posting and brokering
support packages.
Case Coordinators provide continuity of support to
all clients who are waiting to access a programme and
who are not currently assigned a front-line worker.

Domestic abuse is everyone’s business,
and together we can make it stop.”

»» There were a total
of 6,039 referrals
into Safer Futures
in 2018/19,

C

»» The number of outgoing
calls made by the
helpline in 2018/19 was
2,599, an increase of
3.5% from 2017/18.

»» 500% increase
in number of
people supported
in the Isles
of Scilly.

FIRST LIGHT IMPACT REPORT 2019

Case Coordinators provided support
to 863 people throughout Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly in 2018/19, this
support commencing in October 2018.

Drop-in Clinics

T

he Case Coordinators have put in action
an assertive engagement and education
community programme with drop-in clinics,
face-to-face meetings and participation
in community engagement events.
Currently, drop-in clinics are being held
at Cornwall College, Falmouth University,
Newquay College, Penzance Job Centre,
Saltash College and in Bodmin.
This work has made us more visible in the
community and provides the chance for
members of the public to engage with our
service and ask questions about domestic
abuse - for example, about the referral process,
whether they are concerned about others or
may be experiencing it themselves.

FIRST LIGHT IMPACT REPORT 2019

We have had service user engagement as a
result from young people attending college,
staff members in education facilities and other
members of the community.

Our vision for the future is to extend this
engagement and provide drop-in clinics at
every community hub throughout Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly.”
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Independent Domestic Violence Advisors (IDVAs)

Health-based Independent Domestic Violence Advisor
(Health IDVA)

IDVAs are staff members who have received specialist SafeLives*
training. In 2016, our service was accredited as a SafeLives Leading Lights
national standard demonstrating best practice.

I

DVAs are trained to work with victims of domestic
abuse at high-risk of serious harm. They provide
victims of domestic abuse with a tailored, personcentred safety and support plan so that individuals
and their families are protected from abusive
behaviour. This includes immediate risk assessment,
safety planning, advocacy, emotional support
and empowerment.

An IDVA’s support lasts, on average, two to three
months and enables clients to progress towards
long-term safety. This work can include court
support, support within health services, housing
advice, signposting and mediating between clients
and services, and is always rooted in the safety of
the victim and their family.

of clients
completing
victim feedback
forms stated
they feel safer
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98%
said they feel
more able to
cope and have
improved their
resilience

Health-based IDVA co-located within a
hospital is more likely to reach these people
who are at high risk and who may have hidden,
unmet complex needs.

A

support as well as training health-based staff so that
they have the confidence to ask about domestic abuse
and identify people affected by domestic abuse as
early as possible.

We were successful in 2018/19 in reintroducing this
role to our service and our Health-based IDVA is in
post at Royal Cornwall Hospital (Treliske).

Research by SafeLives* shows that locating an IDVA,
or team of IDVAs, within a hospital is a key way
of identifying victims of domestic abuse, and that
health-based IDVAs should be integrated as part of
a whole-system approach. SafeLives believes that this
provides a way of reaching the four out of five victims
of domestic abuse who don’t contact the police as
well as an opportunity to save money through earlier
identification of them.

The role of the Health- based IDVA is to provide
support and advice to people affected by domestic
abuse within the health-based environment, be they
patients, carers or staff. The Health-based IDVA
provides links to longer-term community based

Our team of Independent Domestic
Violence Advisors (IDVAs) provided
support to 487 different individual
clients in Cornwall and the Isles of
Scilly in 2018/19.

96%

Victims of domestic abuse in hospital are often in the immediate
aftermath of a crisis: severe physical assault, drug / alcohol related
medical needs, attempted suicide or self-harm.

* SafeLives is a UK-wide domestic abuse charity who combine insights from services, survivors and statistics to support people to become safe, well and rebuild their lives. Our IDVA
programme is guided by their resources including those for attending MARAC meetings. (A MARAC – Milti-Agency Risk Assessment Conference - is a regular local and confidential
mutli-agency meeting which works to support victims at high risk of death or serious harm).

99%

Children and Young Persons Independent
Domestic Violence Advisor (CYP IDVA)
The Safer Futures contract provided the
opportunity to reintroduce the Children
and Young Persons IDVA role (CYP IDVA).

would contact
First Light
again if they
needed support
in the future.

FIRST LIGHT IMPACT REPORT 2019

O

ur CYP IDVA provides high-risk children and young people
aged 13-17 with domestic abuse support. They offer ageappropriate domestic abuse awareness and safety planning to
incorporate the very different risks posed to children and young
people in today’s society, and provide advocacy for their client
by engaging with professionals across appropriate services.

FIRST LIGHT IMPACT REPORT 2019
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SUPPORTING RECOVERY

Harold’s Story

H

arold*, an elderly man, attended the
Emergency Department after having a fall
at the home he shared with his wife. He sustained
no injuries from the fall but disclosed to the
Emergency Department doctor that he had been
experiencing domestic abuse for many years.

Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence (DASV) Therapy

A referral was made to the Health IDVA who tried
to find out more about his experience and how he
could be supported. Communication was difficult
with Harold due to his poor hearing and eyesight.
However, he disclosed that throughout their
marriage, his wife, who was younger than him,
had physically abused him on many occasions and
harmed the family dog.

We provide therapeutic support to children,
young people and adults living in Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly who are currently,
or who have previously been, victims of
domestic abuse and / or sexual violence.

Although Harold was medically fit for discharge
he was admitted into hospital under safeguarding
concerns and remained there for over a week
before being transferred into a residential home
for the same reason. He did not want to make
a formal statement about his wife to the police,
however he wanted her to be warned.

W

e also work with our partner, Cornwall
Refuge Trust and their WAVES programme
to support domestic abuse victims into therapy.
A Therapeutic Co-ordinator assesses individuals
and families to determine their eligibility for
therapy. Interim interventions are provided
to support service users whilst waiting for a
therapeutic intervention.

The Health IDVA made a referral for Harold
to adult social care and he was allocated a social
worker. He remained in a residential care facility
before deciding to return to his marital home,
although fully aware of the risks. The Health
IDVA helped him with safety planning to support
his return.

The therapeutic offer is integrative, traumainformed, solution-focused and delivered by
accredited therapists.”

*Name changed to protect client’s identity.
Photograph is of a model.

This can include play therapy, art therapy,
drama therapy, child psychotherapy, family
therapy and therapeutic groupwork.

Other services
Our strategic partner, Barnardo’s, deliver a
number of additional recovery and educative
services as part of the wider Safer Futures service.
These include: healthy relationships education
in schools; workforce domestic abuse and
sexual violence development training; recovery
programmes for survivors of domestic abuse and
sexual violence; and behaviour change programmes
for those demonstrating domestic abuse behaviour.

16
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»»In 2018/19, we delivered
therapy to 422 clients.
»» 444 domestic abuse victims
received specialist domestic
abuse therapy through our
operational partner, Cornwall
Refuge Trust and their
WAVES programme which
we contribute grant funding
to each year.
»» 55% assigned a therapist
were adults and 45% were
under 18.
»» 68% assigned a therapist
were female and 32%
were male.
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SEXUAL VIOLENCE

Thank you for helping me and giving me a chance
to have a future. I feel I have my life back.”

Support Services

We deliver sexual violence services in Cornwall and the Isles
of Scilly, Devon, and Wiltshire.
»» We provide the Independent Sexual
Violence Advisory (ISVA) Service
across all of Devon, Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly. Our team of ISVAs
work closely with survivors of sexual
violence and abuse, helping them
navigate the trauma, criminal justice
system and uncertainty they face,
and begin a process of recovery.

»» Nationally, our sexual violence
services are steered by the current
NHS England policy ‘Strategic
Direction for Sexual Assault and
Sexual Abuse Services’; Sexual
Assault Referral Centre Service
Specification 30; LimeCulture ISVA
standards; and the British Association
of Counselling and Psychotherapy.

»» We deliver the Sexual Assault
Referral Centre (SARC) service
in Swindon and Wiltshire. This
is a special facility in Swindon that
covers Swindon and Wiltshire,
where recent victims of rape and
sexual assault can receive immediate
practical help and emotional support
24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
including access to a forensic medical
examination (provided by a partner
agency) and the opportunity to speak
to the Police if they wish to do so.

»» Locally, services are guided or led
by NHS England as commissioners;
the Police and Crime Commissioner
for Devon and Cornwall; and
Plymouth Council.

»» In Plymouth, Devon, we help
hundreds of people go on to rebuild
their lives after sexual violence and
abuse through specialist counselling
and therapy. This includes children
and young people for whom we offer
specific services such as the BBC
Children in Need sponsored Art
Therapy Service.
18
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SEXUAL VIOLENCE Support Services

Devon and Cornwall Independent
Sexual Violence Advisor Service

ISVA referrals to Devon and Cornwall,
October 2018 to March 2019

First Light delivers the Independent Sexual Violence Advisor (ISVA) service
throughout Devon and Cornwall. ISVAs work closely with victims and
survivors of rape and sexual assault, and help clients navigate the process
of recovery following an experience of sexual violence.

Historic/Acute

Under 18s /
Adults

MALE
68
HISTORIC
252*

UNDER 18
143

ACUTE
329

*ISVAs conduct training with Limeculture, Survivors Trust and Worchester University.
From October 2018 we have commenced routine questioning for all clients around preference
of gender of ISVA to develop appropriate and tailored support.

Historic = 12 months and over

518 referrals to the ISVA service for Devon and Cornwall
in the six months between October 2018 and March 2019

Age demographic
242

178
133

121

75

94
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34

OTHER

OVER
65

11

VCU

I know that my voice was heard, I was
believed and action was taken on my behalf
to seek justice.”

55-64
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EDUCATION SERVICES

45-54

FIRST LIGHT COUNSELLING

35-44

SARC (D+C)

25-34

35
8

SELF

18-24

4
POLICE

UNDER
18

6

UNDISCLOSED
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At court, the defendant was found not guilty but despite
this, Emily has been able to move on with her life - even
though the outcome was not what she wanted, she knows
that she could not have done any more.

59

46

HEALTH SERVICES

44

D+C SEXUAL VIOLANCE
SINGLE POINT OF CONTACT

The supporting ISVA informed Emily of the reality
of an investigation and explained the trial process
in straightforward language, whilst ensuring Emily’s
practical and emotional needs were met. Emily then did
report to the police and during the subsequent 18-month
investigation process, found the courage to give her
evidence at court - with the support of her ISVA.
Emily was prepared by her ISVA throughout the
process and informed of all the potential outcomes
of an investigation and trial.

Referral source

SARC (OTHER)

Emily* was referred into the First Light ISVA service after
being sexually assaulted by a taxi driver after a night out
with her friends. Initially Emily did not wish to report
the incident as she had heard many negative things about
the police and what happens in court.
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FEMALE
507

PLYMOUTH
165

Acute = abuse or assault that has taken place within the last 12 months
(Ministry of Justice definition)

Emily’s Story

CORNWALL
166

DEVON
250

ADULT
438

The ISVA service offers people the space to consider their
options without judgement. ISVAs are also trained to
understand how the criminal justice process works to support
clients through this process which can last up to three years.

*Name changed to protect client’s identity.
Photograph is of a model.

Gender
breakdown
TRANSGENDER
6*

O

ur previous contract to provide this service which
covered Plymouth, Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly ended
in September 2018. We were awarded the full Devon and
Cornwall ISVA contract and began delivering this service in
October 2018.

Regional
breakdown
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Sexual Assault Referral Centres (SARCs)

Amy’s Story

Sexual Assault Referral Centres (SARCs) provide a single gateway for rape and serious
sexual assault victims, with specially trained crisis workers providing victims with
practical and emotional support 24 hours a day, 365 days per years, to help them
cope and recover.

D

etailed forensic evidence is also obtained in
the SARC with a forensic medical examiner
(doctor employed by a partner agency) to ensure a
successful prosecution at court.

“I was in an abusive relationship for two and a half
years. During this time, I experienced controlling
and coercive behaviour from my partner and on one
occasion he physically attacked me. I ended the
relationship on many occasions, but every time went
back to him. For me it was because I missed him,
and he promised me he would change.

Our bid to deliver NHS England funded-SARC
services in Wiltshire was successful and we started
to deliver the Wiltshire and Swindon SARC on
1 October 2018.

We continued to deliver the Cornwall and
Plymouth SARC services until October 2018 and
supported Northern Devon Healthcare Trust to
takeover and run these services from then on.

The words from the person I spoke to on that first call still
sticks in my head to this day: ‘’It’s not your fault,’’ she kept
saying that to me.”

Swindon and Wiltshire
Cornwall and Plymouth
»» Between 1 April 2018 and 01 March
2019, 476 incidents of rape and 776
incidents of other sexual offences in
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly were reported
to the police*.
»» In Plymouth, 331 incidents of rape and
730 incidents of other sexual offences
were reported to the police over the
same period*.

»» Between 1 October 2018 and 31
March 2019, 266 incidents of rape
and 551 incidents of other sexual
offences in Wiltshire were reported
to the police*.
»» 75 Victims were supported in the
Swindon and Wiltshire SARC between
1 October 2018 and 31 March 2019.
25% of these were self referrals and
74% were referrals from the police.

“On one occasion when we had broken up, I went
for a night out with my friend and met a guy
who ended up raping me. I immediately called
the police who then arrested him. I attended the
Sexual Abuse Referral Centre (SARC) and here
Crisis Workers supported me through a forensic
examination, and I was given a health check.
The Crisis Worker referred me to a First Light
Independent Sexual Violence Adviser (ISVA) and
I was appointed a [police] Sexual Offence Liaison
Officer (SOLO).
“Soon after, my ex-partner got back in touch and
feeling vulnerable, I went back to him again. I
disclosed this to my SOLO and told her what
I was currently experiencing with him. We had
a long chat and she then made a referral to the
domestic abuse service at First Light. Their
helpline then supported me on several occasions
when I needed help and advice.

»» 111 Victims were supported in Cornwall
and Plymouth SARCs between 1 April
and 30 September 2018. 25% of these
were self referrals and 65% were referrals
from the police.

“Whilst the police investigation continued into the
rape over the following months, I was supported
by my ISVA at First Light. She suggested I would
be great at helping and supporting others so I
contacted First Light and asked if I could apply to
become a volunteer. Because I had so recently been
involved in an abusive relationship I needed to
wait a little while*, but I kept in contact and I am
now volunteering helping people on the helpline
at First Light.”

My journey has been incredibly hard,
but I have felt so supported by First
Light and now I’m part of the team!”

If you have been a client for any of First Light services, First Light ask that you
have been out of service for at least 12 months before joining us as a volunteer.
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Sexual Violence Therapy provision in Plymouth

Art therapy

F

Sexual violence therapeutic counsellors in Plymouth support
survivors of acute sexual violence to cope with the impact
of the assault and to start the journey towards recovery.
»» In 2018/19 there were 329 referrals into
the service in Plymouth for therapy and an
acceptance rate of 81%, with 265 individual
clients engaging.

»» 1347 booked hours of counselling and 955
total number of hours of counselling provided
to adults, children and young people in
2018/19.

»» A total of 181 clients completed therapy in
2018/19. These are clients who attend all
sessions of therapy booked including their final
booked appointment, where they are officially
marked as ‘completed’.

»» 23 clients receiving pre-trial therapy
in 2018/19.

herapy includes Solution Focused
techniques allowing victims to live their
daily lives without the past controlling it and
looking towards a more fulfilling future.
The counselling and ISVA service utilises the
‘Cope and Recover’ (C&R) tool to determine the
impact of the service.
At the end of 2018/19 we also secured
additional grant funding from the Tudor Trust
and Leathersellers to re-establish the historic
counselling service in Plymouth, significantly
enhancing the service offer.

Children and young people are helped to gain a better selfimage, improve relationships with their family and friends,
and have greater resilience to move beyond the abuse they have
experienced. Referrals can be placed by professionals, such as
the police, social services, schools, GPs and CAMHS, as well
as by parents / carers.

»» 54 children supported by art therapy
in 2018/19.

80% clients who completed ‘Cope and Recover’ forms in 2018/19

We talked through everything and I got to say everything I wanted
to. My counsellor had something to help me with every issue I had.”

T

irst Light Plymouth provides early intervention for children
and young people through Art Therapy, which is funded by
BBC Children in Need, as well as through counselling sessions.

said they were better able to cope with everyday life

As part of this new grant funding, we are
developing a Counsellor in Training (CiT)
programme supporting students in their final year
of a three year counselling diploma to achieve
a placement with First Light. After at least 100
hours of additional sexual violence specific
training from First Light, the students provide
direct support to victims and survivors in
a controlled environment.

93% said they were better able to cope with stress
88% said ‘I have confidence in myself’
88% said ‘I value myself’
85% said ‘I feel more positive about my future’
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OUR VOLUNTEERS

Chloe’s Story

Thank you to everyone who supports us

From a very young age, I was aware of the impact that domestic
abuse and sexual violence had on my immediate circle of family
and friends. I am one of four sisters and each of us, before the age
of 25, experienced domestic abuse and / or sexual violence. From
this, I learned the power and importance of maintaining an open
conversation about the subject, and how my ability to share my story
could help others to open-up about their own experiences. This has
connected me with both women and men affected by abuse.

Without our volunteers we could not support so many people who
have experienced domestic abuse or sexual violence and we would
like to thank every single volunteer who works so hard to help us.

»»2,898 total volunteer hours – 51% Helpline Volunteers,
33% Fundraising Volunteers and 16% Trustees.

Joining First Light as a volunteer was an
opportunity for me to further my knowledge
of domestic abuse and provides the chance
to help support others. It has given me the
confidence to engage with those calling
into the helpline, and the knowledge
to identify unhealthy and potentially
abusive relationships.”

“The volunteer training exceeded my expectations
and left me feeling thoroughly prepared to start
shadowing the helpline staff and then to start
answering the phones myself.
“I’m excited for the opportunities that follow and
feel grateful to have partaken in such an insightful
and supportive programme of training.”
If you have been a client for any of First Light services,
First Light ask that you have been out of service for at
least 12 months before joining us as a volunteer.

»»£58,296 of added value through volunteering across
First Light services.

Helpline Volunteers – Cornwall
Between 1 April 2018 and 31 March 2019, 17 volunteers
assisted First Light in answering incoming calls on the
domestic abuse helpline in Cornwall as well as contacting
referrals received by the Police via phone, text and letter.
Four of these volunteers are former service users and six
were employed by First Light in a range of roles within
the Cornwall DASV Service.
Helpline volunteers receive comprehensive training
before joining the helpline and are able to offer
emotional support to self-referrals as well as advising on
confidentiality, completing DASH risk assessments where
possible and providing safety planning.

Triage Volunteers – Plymouth
In Plymouth, we recruited nine volunteers to work on a
new Triage Service. This went live on 8 April 2019 and
the volunteers undertook training in preparation for the
role between January and March 2019. This volunteer
role is based at our Plymouth office alongside the Devon
and Cornwall Independent Sexual Violence Adviser
(ISVA) Team.
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Fundraising Volunteers – Cornwall
and Plymouth
The role of Fundraising Volunteer is new and has
primarily been adopted by First Light staff who have
organised fundraising events or taken on challenges
outside of core working hours. Many of these staff
engaged in fundraising activity for First Light in
2018-19 as part of 100 days, 100 ways between
August and December 2018.

Trustees
Our Board of Trustees is accountable and responsible
for ensuring First Light is governed well and working to
achieve our aims. We have eight trustees who use their
skills and experience on a voluntary basis to support us
and help us meet our objectives.

For more information about our
volunteering opportunities, please go to:
firstlight.org.uk/volunteering
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FUNDRAISING
More than 50 fundraisers took part in different challenges and events in
2018/19 in support of our work. We are hugely grateful to the creativity and
passion shown by our supporters who raised over £14,000 in total over the
year. These donations are going to support children and young people who
have experienced domestic abuse and sexual violence, by way of therapy.

Corporate support

We bonded as a team, had some hilarious experiences
and pushed ourselves past our individual limits. We went
all around Cornwall, met so many people and having so
much support for what we were doing was fantastic.”

Our first-ever fundraising campaign, 100 days, 100 ways, was inspired by 2018
being the 100-year anniversary of women getting the vote in Britain.
We encouraged supporters to think of original ways to fundraise or challenge themselves to
achieve a personal goal and raise at least £100 between 25 August and 2 December 2018 this could be within the 100 days or throughout the entire 100 days.

Big thanks to:

In Devonport, Plymouth,
a team of Higher Level
Apprentices (HLAs) from
Babcock International raised
£1600 in total by organising
an Easter-themed bake
sale, a cream tea and
a charity raffle.

Heather, who with friends, Anna and Mark,
walked a double marathon distance along
Cornwall’s North Coast in one weekend,
raising over £1500 in total.
James, who fundraised for First Light by donating

£1 per client appointment at his hairdressing salon in
Truro for every one of the 100 days.

Our team in Cornwall, who got active doing 100

different sporting activities within the 100 days. This
turned out to be a highly entertaining and challenging
adventure, and from this remarkable endeavour over
£900 was raised.

Sophie, who gave up sugar completely for 100 days

and raised over £300.

Nick, who donated

£1 from every one of
his chimney sweeps
throughout the 100 days.

Xhaidien, aged 12,

previously a most
reluctant reader, who read
10 brilliant books in 100
days to raise over £150.

Martyn and Kate who organised a gig at St Austell
Band Club, raising close to £350 from ticket sales,
raffle and donations.

Anytime Fitness, who challenged members

to donate £1 per mile on the treadmill, with a prize
for the best speed.

Firestone Freezer

Kat, who did 100 sit-ups every day for 100 days

The New Year at Firestone Bay, Plymouth kicked
off with the city’s first ever New Year’s Day outdoor
swim – the Firestone Freezer. An amazing 180
people braved the sea for an invigorating dip and
raised over £5,000 in total including £2,000 of
matched funding from Everoze Partners Ltd.
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and ran 100 miles within the 100 days.

And all our other wonderful fundraisers who
took part in 100 days, 100 ways in 2018.
To get involved with fundraising and supporting First Light, please go to firstlight.org.uk/get-involved
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FINANCES
Governance costs (accountancy,
audit, legal, fees, and book-keeping)
£14,907.00

Miscallaneous
(depreciation,
bank charges, etc)
£25,937.00
Service costs
(buildings, IT, travel,
postage, phones,
website, insurance,
security, etc)

THANK YOU

Thank you to everyone who supports us
First Light does not, and cannot, work in isolation.
Our lifesaving work is only made possible by incredible
funders, donors and partner agencies.

£476,858.00

Donors and Partners

EXPENDITURE
BY AREA
£2,159,220.00

Staff wages,
pensions and
training

F

rom the bottom of our hearts, we want to say thank you. Thank you!
Thank you for supporting us and making such a difference in 2018-19.
We look forward to working with you throughout 2019-20 to maintain
support to vulnerable victims and to end violence.

£1,641,518.00

OUR KEY FUNDERS AND PARTNERS ARE

SAFE Healthy Relationships
£320.00
Investment Income
£240.00

£606,906.00

£1,066,930.00

Cornwall Domestic
Abuse Service

Fundraising Donations
£14,049.00
30

Cornwall and Plymouth
Sexual Assault Referral
Centre and ISVA Service

Specialised
Training
£1,803.00

INCOME
BY ACTIVITY
£2,065,339.00
£224,365.00

Plymouth Adult and
Child Sexual Violence
Therapy Services
Domestic Abuse Training
£7,268.00
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“I came to you feeling lost, confused, in turmoil and you helped me
so much. I am eternally grateful for the support I have received.”

First Light is the trading name of First Light South West Ltd.
Company number: 3440794
Charity registration number: 1090457
Registered address:
The Business Centre, 2 Cattedown Road, Plymouth PL4 0EG
Email: info@firstlight.org.uk
Phone: 03458 121212
Online: firstlight.org.uk
FirstLightSW
@FirstLightSW
justgiving.com/firstlight

